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OVERVIEW
Menlo Security Labs recently isolated a second-stage malicious document at a customer location, prevent-

ing the attack from successfully executing on a user’s endpoint. The attackers leveraged multiple tools, 

techniques, and procedures (TTPs) to infect their victims’ devices. While the attackers leveraged known 

design behaviors and exploits for their attack, the following is what made this attack noteworthy:

First-Stage Dropper Technical Analysis
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The absence of active code or shellcode in the first-stage malicious document, which was sent as an 

email attachment. This is noteworthy because this attack relied on a remotely hosted malicious object. 

Existing security devices rely on the presence of malicious code, and the sheer presence of a URL in a 

document doesn’t qualify as malicious.

The technique in which the attackers chained known design behaviors in .docx and RTF, in combination 

with CVE-2017-8570, to drop and start the malicious executable on the endpoint.

User receives a malicious docx
User opens the attachment 
with embedded URL in the 
frameset section of the docx

RTF exploits CVE-2017-8570
Word makes an HTTP GET 
request to a TinyURL, which 
redirects to a URL hosting  

http//23.249.161.109/ace/
CHRIS101/word.doc
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The first stage of the attack is a malicious .docx 

file that is sent as an email attachment. The 

malicious .docx file does not contain macros and 

does not leverage any exploits. Inside the .docx 

file, embedded in the frameset section, is a URL. 

Framesets are HTML tags and contain frames 

responsible for loading documents.



In Figure 1, rID1 (relationship ID), defined in a 

frame, points to a TinyURL.

Frames are defined in the webSettings.xml.rels 

file, which is located in the directory structure 

shown in Figure 2.

Figure 3 shows the webSettings.xml file that 

references the frame. 

If a victim opens the malicious first-stage 

document, Microsoft Word makes an HTTP 

request to download the object pointed to by 

the URL and render it within the document. In 

the specific sample that Menlo Security Labs 

analyzed, the embedded URL was a shortened 

URL that redirects to another URL pointing to a 

malicious RTF file. Figure 4 shows the HTTP 

request made by Word.
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Second-Stage Malicious RTF

The second stage is an RTF document that takes advantage of the following techniques to drop and 

execute an executable:

      1. A design behavior exists in RTF documents, wherein, when an RTF document with an embedded

          Package object is opened, the embedded object is automatically dropped in the %TEMP% directory of  

          Windows. This technique was also used by the threat actors behind the Cobalt group that used           

          CVE-2017-11882.

     2. A dropped executable in the %TEMP% directory accomplishes only half the attack. For the attack to

         succeed, this executable still needs to be executed. And that’s where CVE-2017-8570 comes into      

         play. CVE-2017-8570 executes the dropped object in the %TEMP% directory.

An embedded .sct (scriptlet) file is dropped in the %TEMP% directory, as a result of the design behavior 

mentioned above in step #1. Figure 5 shows an excerpt of the .sct file that is dropped in the %TEMP% 

directory. When the .sct file is executed, the large amount of data is written to the %TEMP% directory with 

the name chris101.exe. The Wscript.Shell.Run() method is then called with the path to the .exe file to start 

the malicious executable.
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FIGURE 05
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The malicious executable then downloads another executable from the CnC (Command-&-Control) server. 

Figure 6 shows the HTTP request of the third-stage downloader.

How the Vulnerability and the Design Behavior Work Together

The question of how the vulnerability is used in conjunction with the design behavior is an important one to 

answer. In this section, we detail how the vulnerability and the design behavior work together to success-

fully infect the endpoint:

      1. The RTF file takes advantage of a “Composite Moniker.” Monikers are a way to identify objects in 

           Windows. They are also objects themselves and provide access to other services requesting access to 

           a specific moniker. For example, a file moniker for a scriptlet object that is stored at 

           %TEMP%/evil.sct would contain information equivalent to that path.

     2. The OLE2Link object binds a file moniker with the path to the .sct file in the %TEMP% directory.

     3. The .sct extension maps to the Windows scriptlet component.

     4. The .sct file is then executed by the Windows scriptlet component and the third-stage malware is 

         dropped in the %TEMP% directory with the name chris101.exe.

Malware and CnC
The malware that a user’s device is finally infected with is Formbook. Formbook is a well-researched piece 

of malware with the following capabilities:

FIGURE 06
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FIGURE 7: This figure shows the CnC information of the malware.
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MENLO PROTECTION
How Does Menlo Security Protect Against This Attack?

Menlo Security’s Document Isolation solution supports safe rendering of more than 40 different file 

formats, including PDF, Word, PowerPoint, and Excel. All of these document types are transformed into 

safe HTML in Menlo Security’s cloud-based Isolation Platform, and only a safely rendered version is 

presented to the user. The original source document never reaches the user’s device, and the entire 

killchain, starting from the first payload, is eliminated.

In this specific attack scenario, the second-stage malicious payload was transformed into safe HTML, 

preventing the exploit from reaching the user’s endpoint.

Conclusion

Menlo Security’s Document 

Isolation solution supports 

safe rendering of more than 

40 different file formats.

Because of the various 

functionalities and capa-

bilities that Microsoft Office 

supports, it exposes a large 

attack surface. Expect to see 

more zero-day attacks in 

Office documents.

There will be an uptick in 

malicious objects, where the 

malicious components are 

remotely hosted. This evades 

existing security solutions 

such as sandboxes and AV, 

which fail if there is no 

malicious content or links 

in the document.

With the increase in 

techniques like this, a blended 

solution that provides both 

web and email visibility and 

protection, such as Menlo 

Security’s Isolation Platform, 

is a must.
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